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Naming & Shaming



Plan for Our 
Time Together 

What is a Policy Brief

Structure of a Brief

Tips and Public Writing

Workshopping Time

Choose your own adventure: your own briefs, 
collective editing, or op-eds

Disclaimer: Terribly boring PPT



Take Two 
Minutes

And write everything you know 

about policy briefs!



What is a Policy 
Brief?

• A tool to share research with non-specialized audiences

• Short, clear document that should stand on its own
• Often 2 pages 

• Summarizes findings or knowledge alongside concise policy 
recommendations 
• For law, guidelines, practices, actions, etc. 

• Often peer-reviewed



Purpose 

Focuses on one key topic
Typically raising awareness and/or sharing knowledge, 
as well as making recommendations

The topic should be immediately clear

As you begin, write your purpose first to ensure you 
can align the brief elements with the purpose  

Example: Raise awareness of impending atrocity



Audience 

• Who will read your brief?

• What do they know? 

• (Same with literature reviews for articles)

• What kinds of recommendations will be 

most useful to them? 



Typical Structure

Executive summary

Introduction

• Overview 

• Analysis/examination of findings 

Body

Recommendations
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Executive 
Summary

Summarizes the entire brief

Often a paragraph, though can be 
bullet points 

A strong topic sentence to begin the 
summary is incredibly important 

Write (or at least edit) this last, just 
like your introduction of your research 
papers 
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Introduction

• Use a hook

• Underscore why the audience 
needs to care 

• Broader implications than 
disciplinary theory 

• Present the argument/problem

• Urgent and important 

• Foreshadow what is coming 
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Body

• Background (as needed)

• Approach/methods/how deriving 
information

• Key findings

• E.g., 3 main pieces of evidence 

• Be assertive yet honest about 

limitations

• Consider anticipating the counter 
arguments and directly addressing 
them 

• Hint toward implications and 
recommendations
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Recommendations 
(and Conclusion)

• Link research to actual 
recommendations

• Often in bullet points (though can be 
paragraphs)

• Include actors and actions 

• Feasible 





Tips

• Try to avoid political language 

• Use concise headings 

• Verbs 

• Clear, active language as opposed to 
passive language

• Include a brief bio or a nod toward your 
qualifications 



Public Writing 

• Could a family member understand it? 

No jargon

• Academic writing is often not good 
writing 

Short words, short sentences

• Across topic sentences; how do they 
flow? 

• Within paragraphs, too. Does every 
sentence support the topic sentence? 

Read every topic sentence



How Can This Help You?

Beyond hopefully helping others, this can:

• Get your name out there!

• Draw attention to your work

• Cite your articles in the brief

• Ideally fuel your energies, as your findings 
will reach broader audiences 



Where to Publish

Varies by discipline, so check professional associations!

Also check research centers (e.g., International Development Research Center)

Different countries also have their own engagement endeavors 

E.g., U.S.: Scholars Strategy Network

Often write them directly for government or nonprofit contract work 



Questions So 
Far? 



Workshop 

Take 5 minutes by yourself and brainstorm 
topics for a policy brief

• What do you know that many people 
don’t?

• How might your research inform policy? 

• Start thinking about a purpose for a brief



Choose Your Own Adventure

More in-depth on your policy briefs

OR

Collectively edit a policy brief submission 

OR 

Op-eds 



With a 
Partner

Clearly write your purpose

Think of your 
recommendations 

Be ready to share with the 
group! 



One Key Thing 
You Learned
Look back at what you wrote at the start! 


